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Introduction

1. A vector field is defined by the value of a vector a at each point of the

field. This vector a is a function of p, the vector to the point from some

given origin. If a is taken as tangent to a curve at each of the points of the

space considered, these tangents will envelop a congruence of curves, the

vector lines of the field of a. The tensor or length of a is not determinable

from the congruence, the congruence depending only upon the unit vector Va.

The congruence itself however determines many properties of the field, which

are of course purely geometric properties, and in physical phenomena are not

dependent on physical facts except through the law by which Uo- is determined.

It is purposed to consider some of these properties which belong to the con-

gruences determined by three unit vectors which are everywhere mutually

perpendicular. These will generally be indicated by a, ß, y; but in case

they are the tangent, principal normal, and binormal of a curve, we will use v

with a proper subscript to indicate the principal normal, and p with the same

subscript to indicate the binormal. For instance, if we are discussing a curve

of the a congruence the normal will be va and the binormal pa.

The algebra used throughout is Quaternions, all the usual symbols of that

algebra being introduced with no explanation. However it should be noted

that such an expression as aß is always a quaternion product.

The symbol </> and the symbol 0 are throughout linear vector operators,—

in the case of d> related to certain vectors which are subscripts of d>. For

instance we define for any vector n: d,^ = — S () V • V• The occurrence of

such operators is due to the fact that if the point under discussion at the end

of p is displaced to p + dp, the vector 77 becomes 77 + dn where

dn = — SdpV • 77 = 0, dp.

In every instance V operates upon every variable that follows it unless it

carries a subscript, in which case it operates upon everything with that sub-

script whether preceding or following, the subscripts being dropped after the

differentiation.

* Presented to the Society, December 28, 1918.
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2. We recall the Serret-Frenet formulas in this notation, indicating the

curvature by c with proper subscript and the torsion by t with subscript.

For instance, we have for a curve of the a congruence

Va C*  =  <Pa<X, Pa ta  —   OCCa   =   <pv (X , — Vata   =  (p^Ot,

since <pa a is the vector rate of change of «, dv/ds, in the direction of a, <pv a

the rate of change, dv/ds, of v, for displacements in the direction of a, etc.

If we set 03a = capa + taa then «„ is the rectifying line of the curve and we

have (omitting the subscripts for brevity)

¿ = Vo>v,        -£ = Vœp,        -ar = Vo3a.

In case we have 77 = la + mß + ny where I, m, re are constant and « retains

its meaning,

Is = Vm-

The system a, /3, 7

3. Since a, ß, y are unit vectors Sada = 0 = Sßdß = Sydy, or Sa<pa dp = 0

for all dp, and similarly for the others. Hence we have for any vector,

Sa<pa () = 0, or <p'aa = 0 where <p' is the conjugate, or transverse operator,

and likewise <b'ß ß = 0, <p'y y = 0.

Since Saß = 0 etc. we have Sadß + Sßda = 0, or Sa<pß ( ) + Sß<pa ( ) = 0,

or <p'ß a = — <p'aß with similar equations for the others.

Since aß = y we have Vy = Vi <*i ß + Vi oißi, and since for any two

vectors X,juwe have always \p = — juX + 2S\p we obtain from the equation

just written

Vy = Vi «i ß - Vi ßi a + 2Vi Saßi,

or, remembering Vi Saßi = — Vi Sai ß,

Vy = Vi ai ß - Vi 0i a + 20l ß.

We obtain the similar equations for the other vectors a, ß by interchanging

the symbols cyclically. This equation shows that the quaternion VT is fully

determined from a and ß. Taking the scalar and writing the expressions

so that the subscripts may be omitted, the convergence of y is

SVT = SßVa - SaVß,        or        Sy [ VaVx?a + VßVvß + F7FV7] •

The expression in the bracket being the same for all three vectors, we will set

2e = VaVVa + VßVvß + VyVVï
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and have the three convergences in the form

SVa = 2S«€,        Svß = 2Sße,       2SVy = 2Sye.
Hence

2e = - aSya - ßSvß - ySyy.
Since

VaV^a — SaV • a — Vi Sai a = SaV • a — %ySaa = — <pa a = — ca va

it becomes evident that e is half the sum of the three vector curvatures, with

sign reversed, of the three curves for a, ß, y at the point considered.

4. We have, by taking the vector of V7, the curl of y:

Wy = VViaiß -.VVißia + 2cp'aß = <¿„/3 - <pß a + 2Fry.

The last member is found by expanding the first two vectors by the usual qua-

ternion formulas, introducing <p, and substituting the values of SV«, Svß •

This form will be further reduced.

5. Multiplying VT into y and taking the scalar we have (since SXc¿' u

= Suqft.)
SyVy = SaVa + SßVß + 2«Sj8«¿a y.

If now we set 2p = SaVot + SßVß + SyVy we have

Saobß y = — Sßd>a y = p — Sy VT,        Sß<py a = — Sycßß a = p — Sa^a,

Sy<f>aß = - Scuftyß = p - S/3V0.

Multiplying a into VT, taking the scalar, reducing by previous formulas,

and writing the corresponding formulas cyclically,

StV« = Sß<pa a = - Sa<t>ß a = ca Sßva,

SaVß = Sy<t>ß ß = - Sß<j>y ß = cß Syvß ,

S/3VT = Sa4>y y = — St«¿„ T = cy Soa>y.

Multiplying by ß and taking the scalar, and writing corresponding formulas:

SyVß = S|3«¿a ß = - Sa<t>ß ß = -Cß Savß,

SaVy = Sy<j>ß y - — Sß<t>y y = - cy Sßvy,

SßVa = Sa<t>y a = — ST«¿a a = — ca Syva.

6. From these results it is easy to see that if v is the principal normal of

the a curves and u the binormal, c the curvature and t the torsion, pvli referring

to a, v, p.,

c = - SpVa = TVaVya,       t = pr„ - SaV«,       c" = - VaVVa,

v = — «7FaFv«,        u = — UVaVaVya,        ua = pvix a + VVa,

( SaV ) Fv«
cju = — VaVaVfyx = aSaV« + Fv«,        (■ - S«V« — S

F« F V«
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Since the determination of the normal and the curvature depends only

upon an expression of the form fa 77 for any unit vector 77, similar expressions

for the curves oí ß, y, v, and p may be written down at once except for t.

The determination of t depends upon the differentiation of the unit normal in a

direction perpendicular to it, and consequently cannot be found as simply

in the general case. However in certain special cases to be studied, the

determination can be simplified. This difficulty of determination is also

evident when we notice that the expression for t contains p, which depends

upon the curl of ß and 7 as well as on that oí a. In general the quantity p

depends upon what ß and 7 are, and in the formula for t it is understood that

in finding p, ß, and 7 must be the normal and binormal respectively.

In case ß and 7 are not the normal and the binormal, let the angle from

the normal to ß be w, then

ß = cos w • v + sin w • p,

Vß = cos w ■ V + sin w • Vm + Vi wi ■ 7,

7 = — sin w ■ v + cos w • p,

V7 = — sin w ■ V + cos w • Vp — Vi Wi • ß ■

Hence we have

Sßvß + SyV7 = SvVv + SpVm - 2S«Vw,

and referred to a, ß, y we have, for the value of p in terms of pvli (the value

of p in terms of a, v, p )

2p = S«V« + SßVß + S7V7 = 2pvlí - 2SaVw,

or p = pvli + derivative of w for displacements in direction a. That is to

say the quantity p belonging to arbitrary axes will be the corresponding

quantity for the intrinsic axes of the curve plus the angular rate of rotation

of the arbitrary system ß, y about a, for displacements along a. If this

angular rotation is zero, so that ß maintains a fixed angle with the normal,

then there is no change in p. The torsion of « in this case can be found from

the «, ß, y trihedral.

In particular if we consider the ß curves and let « be the principal normal

for the ß curve and also for the 7 curve then for any ß curve the torsion is

p — SßVß, and likewise for any 7 curve the torsion is p — SyVy. It follows

that the sum
tß + ty = 2p - SßVß - S7V7 = S«V«

and this is independent of the particular curves ß and 7 provided « is their

principal normal.*   Hence the sum of the torsions of any two orthogonal

* R. A. P. Rogers, Some differential properties of the orthogonal trajectories of a congruence

of curves, mth an application to curl and divergence of vectors, Proceedings of the

Royal Trish Academy, 29A (1912), 92-117.
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curves for which a is the principal normal is also Sa^a. For, the tangent

to any curve of which a is the principal normal can be written ß cos u + y sin u.

Hence the normal a times the curvature c is given by

— S (ß cos u + y sin u) V ■ (ß cos u + y sin u)

= a(cß cos2 u + cv sin2 ra + sin ra cos ra) (Syd>a ß + 5/3$. 7)

+ 0 ( sin u cos ra ( SßVu 4- Sßd>y ß) + sin2 uSyVu)

— y (sin u cos u(SyVu — Sytß 7) + cos2 uSßyu).

The terms in ß and 7 must however vanish by hypothesis so that in as much as

u is an arbitrary angle we must have along the curve in question Vra = 0,

since Sßty ß = — Sytß ß = Sya = 0, and Sy<pß 7 = — Sßty 7 = 0. Hence

along any curve for which the vector a is the principal normal the tangent

will make fixed angles with ß and 7, or what is the same thing the trihedral

maintains a constant relation to the fundamental trihedral. Hence for any

two such curves with perpendicular tangents, the sum of the torsions is Sa^a .*

It follows that the quantity p is the sum of the mean torsions of curves

normal to each of the three vectors a, ß, y, respectively. These curves

cannot be taken so as to serve for different principal normals, unless they are

straight lines. For instance the two used for a as principal normal cannot be

used also for ß as principal normal.

Further the curvature of a curve with a as principal normal is

cß cos2 u + cy sin2 ra + sin ra cos u [ Sß ( <pa + t'a ) 7 ] •

If we add to this the curvature of a perpendicular curve of the set we have

cfi + cy, which does not contain u, and is the same therefore for all such

perpendicular pairs; it reduces to Sß<paß + Sytay, that is to — mi(<pa)

where mi(<p) is the first scalar invariant of the operator <¡>, and for <£a is

+ S^a. Hence the sum of the curvatures of the perpendicular pair of

normal curves is — Sv« •*

Since SjSVa is the projection of the vector curvature of a on 7, the per-

pendicular to both a and ß, and SyVa the projection of this vector curvature

on — ß, the common perpendicular to 7 and a, we see that the curl of a

consists of a vector along a and a vector in the plane perpendicular to a, the

latter being the numerical curvature times the unit vector which is the bi-

normal. Hence the components of ß along the unit normal and the unit

binormal are — SyVa/c and — SßVa/c, and the corresponding components

of 7 are SßVa/c and — SyVa/c.    In case VaV^a = 0 these components

* R. A. P. Rogers, Some differential properties of the orthogonal trajectories of a congruence

of curves, with an application to curl and divergence of vectors, Proceedings of the

Royal Irish Academy, 29A (1912), 92-117.
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become indeterminate. In case SaVa = 0, a is perpendicular to V^a and e

becomes merely TV^a.   Also we notice that in any case

p = ta + Sa V« + dw/ds.

The operators <¡>a> <t>ß, 4>y

7. Since d>'a a = 0, the transverse of d>a has at least one zero root, and

therefore (pa has at least one zero root.   The form of <pa must then be either

(d) - ßSU + ySU, u *o,u* o, vu r2 * 0,

(b) ß' Sf, f 5^ 0, where ft is perpendicular to a, ft  = — 1,

(c) 0.

In case (c) a is constant and its congruence consists of parallel straight

lines. The ft and y curves lie in parallel planes perpendicular to a, that is a

is their common binormal. This is evident also from the Serret-Frenet

formulas.    For we have

4>a= -S()Va= - S()Vßy = Vß(f,y - Vy<pß,

and if this vanishes its transverse vanishes, that is <p'ß Vy — d>'y Vß = 0, whence

(p'ß a = 0,        (by a = 0,        and as        4>'ß ß = 0,        ^7 = 0,

(Pß = ySZ,       (Py= - ßSC,       (f>ß ß = ySCß,       (byy = - ßSCy,

so that the binormals are a in each case.   The ß curves in their plane are

respectively orthogonal to the y curves in the same plane.    The curvature

of the ß curves is the projection of £ on their normal, and likewise for the

curvature of the y curves.   The projection of £ on a is the quantity — p.

In case (b) we find that for some vector t

<pß = — aSÇ cos u + 7iSt ,        (py = — aSt sin u — ftSr,

where ft = ß cos u + y sin u. In this case da = + ft SÇdp for any dp.

But if dp is taken along the a curve da = cava hence + ß' = va, aß = pa,

and + SaÇ = ca.   We have at once since mi (d>a) = Sya etc.

SVa = Sß'i,      Svß = - cos u SaÇ + Syr,      S?y = - sin uSaÇ - Sßr,

and

2e = VCVaß' + Ft« = Ffpa + Vra.

Again since the double spin vector of d>a is V^a,

VVa = Vß' f,        Fv/3 = - r«f cos m + Vyr,

VVy = — Paf sin m — Pft-,
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Sa^a = Spa f,        SßVß = SyÇ cos u + Sar,

Sy Vy = — SßC sin u + Sar,

2p = 2Spa r + 2Sar,        or        p = SpA + Sar.

Differentiating the normal along a, we find from the Frenet formulas

ta = Sra - SaVu,        03a = [aSa(r - Vu) - SaC]ß'.

If ß is the normal va, and y the binormal pa, Sar is the torsion of the a curves.

When dp is in the plane S fir = 0, da = 0, and hence for all infinitesimal

displacements of the vertex of the trihedral of a, ß, y in a plane perpendicular

to f, a remains constant, dß becomes ySrdp or VaßSrdp and dy is

— ßSrdp = VaySrdp .

That is to say, the trihedral is rotated about a by the angular rotation Srdp.

Hence for congruences orthogonal to the congruence VdpÇ = 0, the trihedral

merely rotates about a by an amount equal to the projection of r on the

tangent of the curve. In case then the f congruence is a normal congruence,

the normal surfaces are such that displacements of the vertex on any such

surface are accompanied by rotation about a. If dp is perpendicular to r

there is no rotation, so that for displacements along the congruence VdpVrX — 0

there is no rotation of the trihedral at all. Particular cases would occur if

VIt = 0 or if r = 0.

Since we can write da = — VapaSÇdp, dß = — Vß(paSCdp + aSrdp),

dy = — Vy (pa SÇdp + aSrdp), it is evident that for any case whatever of

displacement dp, there is a rotation given by the vector + pa SÇdp + aSrdp.

In case t = 0 there is rotation about the binormal of the a curve and a is

the common normal of the ß and the y curves. In any case there is rotation

about a line in the rectifying plane of a, the vector axis of rotation being a

linear function 8 = pa Sf + aSr of the displacement. This function is such

that its transverse has the normal of the a curves for a zero axis. It is also

clear that if <pa is of nullity* two, then <pß and <py are of nullity unity or nullity

two together, (since they depend directly upon the same vectors f, r ) unless

it happen that ß' is = ß or = 7 in which case <py in the first instance, <pß in

the second, is of nullity one greater than that of the other.

In case (a) it is not difficult to find that the general forms of <pß,<py, <pa are:

<t>ß = - ySÇi + «Sf3,       <by = - 0iSt2 + ßSCi,       <t>a = - ßSf3 + 7Sf2.

These follow since <p'ß y = — <p'y ß etc.    It is evident that when <£„ is given

we also know <pß and <py when further a single vector fi is given or found.

Since in this case f2, {"3 are not zero and not parallel, <pa is of nullity unity.

* Nullity equals order minus rank, that is, here, nullity two and rank one mean the same.
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We may have however fi either zero or parallel to ti or f3'. So that tß or ty

or both may have nullity two but not nullity three. The invariant axis of <pa

for the root 0 is easily found, for the adjunct operator t'a is

VßySVU f2 = - aSVU U

so that the invariant axis Ff2 f3 = ta « = 2 FVi V2 SWi «2 • This may

also be easily found by noticing that — fo = t'a 7, or ti = Vi S«i 7, and

fs = - Vi Sai ß.
We may have different possibilities for the other axes and roots of ta-

We may have another zero root, in which case the invariant m2 = 0, that is

SFVi V2 Vati a2 = 0, or in terms of f2, £3, SaÇi f3 = 0 and a, f2, and f3

are in one plane. Hence VaÇi, VaÇ3, VÇi Ç3 are in the same direction ß" in

the plane of ß and 7.

If now the nullity is to remain unity, <pa must convert some other direction

into that of the invariant direction ß". This new direction cannot be in the

plane of ß and 7, for if #« converts this direction into ß" and annuls ß", <p2

would annul the whole ß, y plane, and as ta converts all vectors into this

plane, <pl would annul all vectors and there would be three zero roots. Hence

with just two zero roots and nullity unity there is a direction £ not in the

ß, y plane which is converted into ß" by <pa. Now if t'a ti is not parallel to

ß", Vß" <p'a r2 is such a vector. For <pa Vß" <p'a f2 is parallel to ta V<p'a f2 VaÇ2

or <pa ̂2 Sf2 tact — ta «Sf2 ta Ci or Ff 2 V<t>a a<pa f2 or finally VXi a, hence

is parallel to ß". Now <p'a converts vectors into the plane of f2 and Ç3 hence

they cannot be parallel to ß", perpendicular to this plane. However <p'a Ci

might vanish on account of f2 being parallel to a. In such case f3 is not

parallel to a and will answer just as well to determine the direction in question.

Hence we have £ a unit vector in the direction of Vß" <j>'a f2 or Vß" <p'a f3.

This is clearly perpendicular to <p'a Ci, and to ß", hence is the line in the plane

of a, f2, f3 which is perpendicular to <p'a f2• But (p'^a = 0, hence if ß' is

the intersection of the plane of a, f2, f3 with the ß, y plane, <p'a will give for

any vector in this plane a multiple of t'a ß' so that if p" = ß cos u + 7 sin u,

the direction £ is in the plane and is perpendicular to — f 3 cos u + f 2 sin u.

It may be written Vß" ( — f3 cos u + f2 sin u). Now there must under

the hypotheses be one invariant axis in the ß, y plane not in the direction

of ß", and with a root not zero; let such direction be ô.    Then

ta= - 90SÔ' + hß" SVß" ß'

where S' is in plane of ß, y and = Vaß", hence

ta = ( - goSa 4- hß" Sß' ) Vß",       and       t'a = Vß" ( gaSô - hß'Sß" ),

ti = - Vß" (gaSôy - hß' Sß" y) ,

f3 = Vß" (gaSöß - hß' Sß" ß) .
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The operator 8

8. It will not have escaped attention that the three operators d>a, d>ß, d>y

are intimately connected and have elements in common, as for instance the

vectors fr, f2, f3.    In fact it is evident at once that if we let

0 = -aSti-ßSt2-ySU,
then

d>a = - Vad,       (pß = - Vßd,       <py = - Vyd,

and that we can also write (since Sad>a = 0, etc.)

26 = a(pa + ß(pß+y(py.

We may arrive at 6 from another starting point however. If we consider

the trihedral of the three unit vectors a, ft. 7 moving from one position to

another, the original position having been a0, ft, 70, the position a, ft 7

could be produced by a rotation q ()q, where g is a unit quaternion, and q is

the conjugate unit quaternion, that is

a = qao q,        ß = qßo'q,        y = qyo Ç•

The axis of q is the axis of rotation, and the angle of q is half the angle of

rotation. It is important to notice that g is a definite function of a, ft 7 .*

If now we displace the vertex by an amount dp, the differential change in

the rotation would be given by 2Vdqq or 2dqq, since Tq is 1 and Sdqq = 0.

This is a linear vector function of dp, say ddp, that is,

ddp = — 2SdpVi • 91 q ■

The displacement of the end of a would be V0(dp)a = da, so that

<pa = — Vad, and so for the others.    From this it would follow at once that

0 = ad>a + a times a linear scalar function = ad>a — aSÇ 1.

We can easily now arrive at the form given above. We notice that for any

•77 = aa + bß + C7, Tr\ = 1, a, b, c constant, we must have 6 = n(p^ — 77/Sf.

This prevents 6 from being arbitrary absolutely.

9. If for q we substitute qa, we see at once that if a is a constant quaternion

6 is not changed. That is we may use for a, ft 7 any.other trihedral of

mutually orthogonal unit vectors, which maintain constant angles with

a, ft 7 in all positions.    If however a is not constant then

0i = 6 + quq,       where       w = — 2S ( ) Vi • di ä.

B is the operator that converts a displacement dp into the resulting instan-

taneous rotation, represented by an axis and a length on it which measures

* See Joly, Manual of Quaternions, p. 26, Ex. 6.
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the rotation rate; that is, for a displacement in the direction 77, the rotation

has the direction and rate of rotation given by On. When this is multiplied

by ds, the length of the displacement, it gives the instantaneous rotation.

It might be called a rotation derivative.

10. By using a fundamental identity of quaternions we have

— ( ) S«V« = Vaai SVi + F«i Vi Sa + FVi aSai.

Adding similar forms for ß and 7 we have

( ) [ S«V« + SßVß + S7V7] « a fa + ßfa + y fa - VVi aSai

- FVi ßSßi - VVi ySyi - Vai Vi Sa - Vßi Vi Sß - F71 Vi S7.

But we have always ( ) = — aSa — ßSß — ySy so that operating on this

with V, and transposing,

FVi «S«i + FVi ßSßi + FVi 7S71 = - FVi «1 Sa - VVi ßi Sß - Wi 71 Sy.

Hence if we set, as in § 5,

2p = S«V« + SßVß + S7V7

we find from the above the important formula

2p ( ) =20 + 2FVi «1 Sa + 2FVi ßi Sß + 2FVi 7i Sy,

or transposing and limiting V to the first following vector,

$ = p - WaSa - VvßSß - VvySy,

which gives 6 in terms of the curls of «, ß, y .

This may also be written

6 = p - VaVSa - VßvSß - VyVSy,

where V acts on the following vector, and this reduces at once to

p + F«<pl + Vßfaß + F70;.
Whence we have

6' = p - fa Va - fa, Vß - fa Vy.
We now have

f 1 = pa + (p,, 7 - faß,     f2 = pß + fa a - <f>a y,     Ç3 = py + faß - d>ß a.

Since fa: = Vy<pa — Vafa, etc., these reduce to

ti = p« + Fv« + 2F«6,       C2 = pß + Vvß + 2Vße,

h = py + Vvy + 2F76.

These determine the vectors f 1, Ç2, f3 in terms of «, ß, y respectively, since e
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is already known in terms of a, ß, y.    If 77 preserves invariable angles with

<x,ß, 7,

Or] = pr¡ + Fv? )        6' r¡ = pr¡ + F Vi? + 2Vr¡e.

11. The first scalar invariant of 6, designated by mi is

3p — SaV« — Sßyß — StVT = P-

From this we can form the function

xi = mi - 6 = VVi «i Sa + FVift Sß + FVi Ti Sy.

It is obvious at once that the curls are given in terms of 6 in the form

FVa = — x'ect,       etc.

The vector called the spin-vector of 6, is the same as « in § 3,

6, = I [ VaWcc + F/3FV/3 + FtFVtI

= - i (*. a + 0fl J8 + ^ 7) = - i [ «SV« + /3ÄV/3 + T«Vt] •

A necessary and sufficient condition that e = 0 is that the three convergences

vanish. If the curls vanish, e = 0, and the divergences vanish, which we

would also know from the equations Sv« = SyVß — SßVy, etc., so that the

vanishing of the curls is a sufficient condition, for the vanishing of e. How-

ever as p also vanishes, 0 = 0 in this case whereas the vanishing of e means

that 6 = 6', that is, 6 is self-transverse. Hence the vanishing of the curls

is not a necessary condition that e = 0.

When (9 = 0 each of the operators «¿a, <f>ß, <¿, vanishes, and a, ß, y are

constant. When 6 is self-transverse the three sets of curves which have as

principal normals the three vectors a, ß, y respectively, are such that per-

pendicular curves of the same set have equal curvatures and one normal is

opposite to the other; that is, taking the normal curves of a for instance,

if one is concave in the direction of a the perpendicular curve is concave in

the direction of — a.

If we subtract the last form of e from the first we have

VaVa + Vßvß + F7V7 = 0.
Adding 2p we have

aVa + ßVß + 7V7 = 2p.

12. Since 6a = Fv« + pa, it is clear that if Fva = 0 then a is an invariant

axis of 6, and since <¿a a = 0, the a curves are straight. Hence FVa = 0 is a

sufficient condition that the a curves be straight. But conversely if a is an

invariant axis, either Fv« = 0 or else VaV^a = 0 = <pa a hence the curva-

ture of the a curves is zero, and they are straight lines. The necessary and

sufficient condition is therefore V ■ aV^a = 0.    If tj is any vector which
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maintains constant angles with a, ß, y then Bn = Vy? + pn, and if 7? is an

invariant axis for 0 at all points, so that F77077 = 0 = VvVVn, then the 77 con-

gruence consists of straight lines, and displacements along them would be

accompanied by rotation about them. Since 6a is the instantaneous rotation

that accompanies a displacement along a, the component of this rotation

along a is — aSada. In case ß is the principal normal of the a curve and 7

its binormal, for all positions, then — SaOa is the rate of rotation of the

osculating plane and is therefore the torsion of the a curve. However it is

to be remembered that in this expression of the torsion 0 is dependent upon

the normal and binormal. 0 does not change however if for the normal

and the binormal we substitute ft, 7' two perpendicular unit vectors in the

plane of ft 7 which maintain constant angles with them. Since — Sada = p

— Saya we see that when a is the principal normal of the ß curves and of

the 7 curves we have
— Sada = p — tß — ty.

This relation will hold if ß and 7 are the tangents of any two perpendicular

normal curves of a.   We may write this in the form

if + ty = p + Sada.

In case a is the direction of the principal normal of a curve whose tangent

is ß we must have as the necessary and sufficient condition

Va4>ß ß = 0 = - VaVßOß = ßSaOß = SaOß = Sß6' a.

Likewise if it has the direction of the principal normal of a 7 curve we must

have jSa07 = 0, hence £70' a = 0 also.    Under these conditions

70' aVßy = 0       or        Va6' a = 0.

Hence the necessary and sufficient condition that a is in the direction of the

principal normal of the ß curves and the 7 curves, and hence of all curves

whose tangents maintain constant angles with ß and 7, is

Vad' a = 0.

13. Since 20 = — aai SVi — ßßi SVi — 771 SVi we find at once that

20FV = - Va2 «i SVi V2 - Wß2 ft «Vi V2 - Vy% 71 SVi V2,

where V on the left operates only on 0 and where each term on the right con-

tains a vacant place for the operand of the linear vector operator. But this

is the same as

But since d>a = — Vad we have for all X, p,

yf/'a V\p = Vd>a-h(pa M = VVadWadp = - aSaV6\6p = - aScofr'e VKp
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so that y'a = — aSaif/'e with similar forms for the others.    Substituting these

we have

y'a=   -6W.

This is an important form. When it vanishes identically we have the

necessary and sufficient condition fulfilled that ddp be an exact differential.

In this case we could write ddp = — SdpV • a where a is properly chosen.

That is, the form of 6 can be reduced to 0 = — S ( ) V • o" • Hence p = S V«,

2e = Vva, «SV« = SaTJa, Syß = SßW, S V7 = S yVa, ca va = - Va<p„ a,

etc.   This particular case leads to some very interesting possibilities.

From the equation above we have

ye = FVi e[.

From this it is easy to arrive at the second scalar invariant of 6, for it is the

first scalar invariant of ye, and it is easy to prove that for the general case

of an operator like this the first scalar invariant is — 2SV«.

Hence m2 = — 2SVe • This can be verified by the direct calculation from

the first or other form of 6.

Since yg 6 = m3 ( ), we have taking the first scalar invariant of this

3m3 = 2SVi «o,-«,

where the subscript is removed after the differentiations. When m3 = 0, 6 has

at least one zero root. In case ye is not also zero nor r«2 zero, there is but one

zero root. The invariant axis of this root is iffe 8 where 8 is any unit vector.

If also m2 = 0 but ye is not zero, zero is a repeated root with one invariant

axis, but 02 has a plane of invariant axes. The other root is then mi = p.

If m3 = 0, if/g = 0, since there must be a repeated root, we must also have

ra2 = 0, and the zero root has two invariant axes, and hence a whole plane

of invariant axes. In case all the scalar invariants are zero, there is a triple

zero root with one invariant axis, d2 has an invariant plane, and 63 annuls all

vectors. If 62 = 0, there is a triple zero root, with an infinity of axes in a

plane. If $ = 0 any line is an axis.

14. Other expressions for the scalar invariants m2 and m3 are as follows:

m2 = - p2 _ SaVvßVvy - SßVvyVya - SyVVaVvß,

m3 = pm2 — SVVaVvßVVy.

We also have

2e + 2p = aWa + ßVvß + 7^V7,      4e = VV^aa + Wvßß + VVViy,

2p - 2e = VVaa + Vvßß + FV77,       0 = VaVa + VßVß + F7V7,

„ .  . VVaSVa - VvßSvß - V^ySVy
0(e) = pt-2-'- = -«+# = «*«/

= pe- $VaVVvßWy - iVßVWyVVa - iVyVWaWß,

Sede = - See* .
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In all the above formulas V operates only on the first following symbol.

Another class of formulas which are useful are the following:

VSVa = 2vSae = - 2d>'a e + 2Vi Sei a

= 20' Vea 4- 2Vi Sei a = 8' 0a - 8'2 a - 2d>[ a,

SaVSVa 4- SßvSvß + S7VSV7 = 4é - 2SVe,

FaVSv« + VßySvß + F7VSV7

= - 2Faô' Vat - etc. + 2Fa ( Vi Sei) a + etc.

= - 2FV/37Ö' Vat - etc. + etc.

= 20e - 2pe - 4Fv«.

Numerous other relations can be written down easily.

15. The linear vector function 0 has at least one invariant axis, say £1.

This axis is such that 0£i = </i £1. There is therefore at every point one

direction at least such that displacements in that direction are accompanied

by rotation about the same direction, though the rate gi may be zero. Con-

sequently these directions determine at least one congruence of curves such

that if the vertex of the trihedral travels on any one of the curves the trihedral

will rotate about the tangent of the curve, the amount of rotation depending

upon the position. The motion of the trihedral is a sort of screw motion. In

case the roots of 0 are all distinct, they have shear regions of one dimension,

and there will be at each point three curves, the whole constituting three

congruences, such that displacement along any one of the curves is accom-

panied by a screw motion along the curve. Since any point can be reached

by displacements on the three congruences, any displacement and consequent

rotations of the trihedral can be analyzed into three successive screw motions,

If one of the distinct roots is zero, the rotation about the axis is of zero mag-

nitude and the displacement is accompanied by a mere gliding, the trihedral

remaining parallel to itself. If there are two zero roots which have distinct

invariant axes, that is if they have shear regions of one dimension each, they

may be any two distinct directions in the plane of the two shear regions. In

such case the plane containing all the invariant axes would envelope a surface

such that displacements from any point of the surface to any other point

would be accompanied by no rotation whatever. If we have the similar

case for all three roots, 0 = 0 and any motion is a mere translation.

When one of the roots is repeated, even a zero root, but the shear region is

of two dimensions, so that there is only one invariant axis, then 6 converts

any other definite direction in the shear region into a multiple of itself, which

may be zero, plus a multiple of the unit vector of the invariant axis.    Hence
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at each point there would be one tangent line of a curve belonging to a con-

gruence along which the motion is a screw motion on the curve, and there is

also a tangent to a curve for which displacements are screw motions along the

curve and also a rotation about a straight line which would be in the direction

of the tangent to the curve at the point belonging to the first mentioned

congruence. In case this double root is zero, there will be a congruence for

which the trihedral simply moves parallel to itself, and there will also be a

congruence, for which the trihedral moves parallel to itself with a superimposed

rotation at each point about the tangent of the curve at the point which belongs

to the first congruence.

When there is a triple root we may have the preceding case with a third

congruence for which the motion is a screw motion on the curve, this con-

gruence and the invariant congruence of the same root determining a surface

for which displacement along any curve lying on it is accompanied by a screw

motion. The third congruence cuts through these surfaces and displace-

ments along it would be screw motions accompanied by rotation about a single

tangent to a curve lying on the surface. If the root is zero the rate of rotation

is zero and the motions become translations, save for the last case.

Finally if there is a triple root with a shear region of three dimensions,

there is a congruence for which the motion is a screw motion, another con-

gruence for which the motion is a screw motion accompanied by a rotation

about a tangent to a curve of the first congruence, and a third congruence

for which motion is a screw motion accompanied by a rotation about a tangent

to a curve of the second congruence. In case the root is zero, the screw

motion degenerates into a translation, but the rotations remain.

In the cases of shear region of dimensions two or three the congruences

accompanied by rotations are not unique, for it is clear that if

0& = gi & + Hi,       and       0£i = gx £1,
then

■0U« + *fi) =ffiUi + *íi) + Hi,

and similar equations hold for a shear region of order three.

16. If c? has no zero roots, then fa a must be an axis for fa; and similarly for

ß, and 7, for <pafaa= — Vadfa a = — Vaa = 0. In case 6 has a zero

root the corresponding invariant axis or axes are also zero axes for each <pa,

4>a , fa. In this case if fa a does not vanish it is also an invariant axis for a

zero root of all of the operators 6 and <p. In case there are two zero roots

of 6, then fa may also vanish identically, and there is a whole plane of invari-

ant axes of 6 and each <&, or fa may not vanish identically, in which case

again fa a is an invariant axis for <ba etc. The case of three zero roots for 6

gives fa = B2, and if this does not vanish identically it gives fa a an axis of

c6„ as before.    If also however d2 = 0, and 9 9e 0, then da is an axis for fa.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 27
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If a is an invariant axis of 0 it is a zero axis of <pa, etc. But in this case

Vad a = 0, hence the curvature of curves of the a congruence is evtrywhe e

zero and they are straight lines. The condition Vada = 0 is evidently the

necessary and sufficient condition that the a congruence consist of straight

lines. Also Vad' a = 0 is the condition that a is everywhere the principal

normal of the ß and y curves.    The form of 0 in this case is special, being

0 = - zaSa - ßS(uß + vy) - yS (u' ß + v' y).

Therefore Vea = 0 and Vede — 0 are necessary and sufficient conditions that a

congruence of straight lines be principal normals to the orthogonal con-

gruences ß and 7.

17. In case Vad' a = 0, that is when a is an axis of 6', a is the principal

normal of the ß and the y curves so that

tß = Syd>aß = - Sßdß,       ty = - Sßd>ay = - Sydy.

From these we have

tß - ty = Sy(paß + Sß(pay = SaVß((pa + <p'a)ß.

Since we already have seen that

tß + ta = SaVa,

we have at once

2tß = SaVa + SaVß((pa + <p'm)ß,       2ty = SaVa - SaVß(d>a + d>'a)ß.

Let us hold a constant now and vary ß.    This torsion is an extremal if

0 = SaVdß((f,a + d>'a)ß + SaVß(<pa + (p'Jdß.

But dß is parallel to y, since a is fixed; hence

0= -Sj8(0. + 0;)j3 + St(**+*1)7,

Hence we have for a maximum or minimum

Sßd>a ß = Syd>a y       or       SyVß = - Sft77 - - | SVa
or

Sydß + Sßdy = 0.

This may be interpreted to read: the curvatures for the curves of extreme

torsions are both equal to — \ the convergence of a. Hence the vectors ß of

extreme torsion are in the directions of equal curvature for the perpendicular

vectors ß, y.

18. The curvature of a ß curve is easy to find when a is the normal of all

the ß curves, for it is

- Sa4>ßß = Sßd>aß.
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This is an extremal when Sdß<f>a ß + Sß<f>a dß = 0, or since dß is parallel to y,

Sßöß = Sydy.

That is, the direction of curves with extreme curvature is such that the torsion

equals that of the perpendicular curve and is hence = \ Sa^a.

19. The value of the torsion of the ß curve is

2tß = SaVa + (Sß6ß - Sy6y) = S«V« + SaVß(<t>a + <j>'a)ß

and if we let ß be a direction of extreme curvature, Sß6ß — Sy6y = 0.    Sup-

pose ß' s any other direction, and

ß' = ß cos u + t sin u,       y' = aß' = — ß sin u + y cos u.
Then

Sß' 6ß' - Sy' 8y' = 2S (ß0y + y0ß) sin 2u.

Hence for any torsion

2tß, = SaVa + 25 (ßdy + TÖj3) sin 2re.

Again the value of the curvature of the ß curve is Sy6ß, and if we measure

u now from the direction of extreme torsion, we have

St' 6ß[ = Sy6ß - \ (Sß8ß - Sy8y) sin 2re
or

2St' 8ß' = SV« - (S/3C9/3 - St£?t) sin 2re

as the value of the curvature of the ß' curve.

It is easy to see if we set ß' = ß + y, y' = ß — y, that when

Sß6ß -r Sy6y = 0

we have
Sß'6y' + Sy'6ß' = 0,

and when
Sß6y + Sy6ß = 0,       Sß' 6ß' - Sy' 6y' = 0.

Hence the two sets of extremal directions bisect each other.

20. Recurring to the form 6 = a<f>a — aSÇ we need to notice that this form

alone with f purely arbitrary will not give us 8, since it is too general. The

derivation of 8 shows that a similar form must hold for any unit vector n,

instead of a, if r\ is fixed with reference to the trihedral of a, ß, y. Hence f

is not purely arbitrary. In fact, we have from the form given in § 12 for \f/$,

when 9 is taken in the form just above,

8VV = - F«2 ai SFVi V2 + «i SVi f ( ) + aSWÇ ( ) = - ft,

whence

ie = 2ia- Ff<¿l- WÇSa.
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But forming \¡/e Vhp = Vd' X0' p directly we get

It follows that we ought to have Fvf = — \paa.   This we can prove directly

as follows :

VVÇ = - VV(p'ß 7 = FW2 Sft 7 = FVi V2 Sft 7i = VVi 4>'ß 7i •

Now we have from § 10, 4>'ß = — 4>'a Vy + <p'y Va, and substituting we have:

Fvr = VVi [ (p'a Vyx Vaß - (p'y Vyi Vßy]

= FVi [(p'aßSayi - (p, aSßyi - <py ySßyi + 4>y ßSyyi]

= - F~Vi<¿:ft$ai7 = V<p'ay<p'aß = -rpaa.

The form above gives simple forms for the invariants of 0.    We have

mi = p = Sa\?a - SaÇ,        m2 = SaVf + SfVa,        m3 = SfvT,

2e = aSVa + 4>aa+VaÇ,        20e = (ba V^a - (¡>'a f - fSv«.

The discussion above can now be stated in terms of a and f. For instance :

0 cannot have a zero root unless m3 = 0, that is SfvT *■ 0, and the f con-

gruence is normal to a set of surfaces. We need not elaborate these results

further however.


